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ADVANTAGE AUSTRIA MADRID

AMAG ROLLING GMBH

Austrian Economic Chambers that provides a broad range of intelligence and
business development services for both Austrian companies and their
international business partners

One of Austria´s leading manufacturer of aluminium semis and casthouse
products for the processing industry

Austria

Austria
AUSTRO ENGINE GMBH

BÖHLER EDELSTAHL GMBH & CO. KG

Austro Engine GmbH is an international, worldwide operating producer of rotary
and piston engines and are the leading producer of diesel and Jet A1 engines in
the General Aviation

Powder metallurgy - Heat treatment - Moldmaking and tooling - Moulds

Austria

Austria
HICO-ICS GMBH

MAM-MASCHINEN GMBH

Leading software company in for integrated technical logistics support systems
(ILSS) and In-Service support systems (ISS)

Leading technology for high automated machine tool industries. Automation.
Flexible manufacturing systems

Austria

Austria

PANKL AEROSPACE SYSTEMS EUROPE GMBH

RO-RA AVIATION SYSTEMS GMBH

Drivetrain components, refuelling tubes and landing gear components for
helicopters and fixed wing aircraft

Manufacturing and Development Partner of OEM's and Trier 1's for Connecting
Systems

Austria

Austria

VILLINGER GMBH

CMI DEFENCE

Intelligent and sustainable heating Systems. Advanced Aircraft Ice Protection
heatable coatings

CMI designs, installs, upgrades and services equipment for energy, defense,
steel-making, the environment and other industry in general

Austria

Belgium

EMBRAER - EMPRESA BRASILEIRA DE AERONAUTICA SA

EMBRAER - EMPRESA BRASILEIRA DE AERONAUTICA SA

Aircraft design and construction

Aircraft design and construction

Brazil

Brazil

ICAM TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION

CHINA GREAT WALL INDUSTRY CORPORATION

The Leading Provider of Multi-CAM NC Post-processing Solutions

Delivery,Satellite Parts And Electronic Components, Satellite Application

Canada
CHINA GREAT WALL INDUSTRY CORPORATION (CGWIC)

China
COMAC - COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION OF CHINA

Delivery,Satellite Parts And Electronic Components, Satellite Application

Commercial aircraft manufactuer

China

China

AERO VODOCHODY AEROSPACE AS

ADHETEC SAS

Manufacturing services concerning major airframe assemblies and
subassemblies, composite parts

Designing, manufacturing and distributing adhesive solutions for the
aeronautical, automotive, railway and high-tech industries worldwide

Czech Republic
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AERO METALS - GROUPE ACNIS

AEROSPACE CLUSTER RHONE-ALPES / AUVERGNE

Specialist of metal cutting, from billet, bar, plate or sheet, in Titanium,
Aluminum , Nickel, steel or other materials

Promotion of Rhone Alpes Region Aerospace Cluster

France
France

AIRBUS GROUP

AIRBUSINESS ACADEMY

Aicrafts manufacturer

An aviation and aerospace learning centre for Airbus and its community of
customers, suppliers and partners worldwide

France

France
AMPHENOL AIR LB

ARIES MANUFACTURING

Amphenol Air LB is a global leader specializing in the areas of interconnection
systems and electrical wiring accessories and attachment

Design, manufacturing and bringing into service of metal forming presses
(elastoforming processes, drawing, superplastic forming and hot forming)

France

France

ASSISTANCE AERONAUTIQUE ET AEROSPATIALE

ATEQ FRANCE

All interventions production, industrialization, training and control aircraft,
aircraft components or any ship or rail subassembly made in subcontracting insitu on customer sites and in our institutions, in France and abroad

Automated Pitot/Static testers for indoor use (laboratory & workshop) or
outdoor use (hangar & tarmac). ADSE can control all pressure dependant onboard equipment:altimeters, anemometers, variometers, pressure sensors, air
data calculators, etc.

France

France
AUROCK

BLUM NOVOTEST SARL

Superplastic forming - Simulation of sheet metal forming

France

Developer of leading-edge measurement and testing technology, with some 40
years of experience as partner for the worldwide machine tool, automotive and
aircraft industries

France
BODYCOTE

BOLLORÉ LOGISTICS

The leading provider of thermal processing services worldwide

France

Logistics, 3 PL, Freight Forwarding, Customs Brokerage, Compliance, Reverse
Logistics

France
BONNANS

CASTLE METALS

Surface treatment, nondestructive testing, chemical milling painting, repair, hot
forming and superplastic titanium, assembly, hydraulic tests (Surface Treatment,
Non-Destructive Inspection, chemical milling painting, repair)

Innovative Supply-Chain Solutions for Your Specialty Metals Needs

France

France
CEFIVAL

CONTINENTAL ENGINEERING SERVICES FRANCE

Manufacturing of hot extruded special profils and tubes and flash butt welded
rings for aircraft engines in any kind of steels, stainless steel, nickel and titanium
alloys, inconel

Subcontractor manufacturing electronic boards, sensors, and other components

France

France
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DASSAULT AVIATION

DIAMOUTILS SAS

Only group in the world to design, manufacture and support both combat
aircraft (instruments of political independence) and business jets (work and
economic development tools)

Conception development in super abrasive diamond and cbn tools / CW & HSS
Tools - Tools retrofit

France

France
E.S.P.A.C.E. / WEARE AEROSPACE

EMITECH GROUP

Machining, assembly, sheet metal work and inspection

France

Emitech is the french specialist in tests and certification. Emitech supports you at
every step of your project, providing three main services for a global
performance: Training courses, Advice & Engineering...

France
FARELLA / WEARE AEROSPACE

GROUPE EXCENT

Manufacturing parts and mechanical precision assemblies for small, medium and
large series.

France

France
HIOLLE INDUSTRIES

LATECOERE SERVICES

Electrical equipments

Studies and calculations of mechanical assemblies. Design and production
tooling for manufacturing, assembly, inspection and transportation study of
aircraft structural parts and equipment

France

France
MAP - ADVANCED MANUFACTURING AERONAUTICAL PRODUCTS

NICOMATIC

Subcontracting of precision mecanics with specific abilities in Machining of
complete shapes 3 and 5 axis, precision sheet forming, welding, sheet metal
working, mounting and assembly

Manufacturer and designer of interconnect solutions

France

France
POTEZ AÉRONAUTIQUE SA

PRISMADD

Design and production of aerostructures - Production of wide dimension stretch
forming both profile and skins - Production of wide dimension stretch forming
both profile and skins

Design, manufacture and machining of parts made in Additive Manufacturing
plastic and metal to the high added value markets.

France

France
PROTO LABS

SAFRAN - SNECMA

With our 3D Printing, CNC Machining and Injection Moulding services, our speed
and versatility lets you take your parts from the very early stages of prototyping
all the way up to short-run production of 10,000+ parts

Snecma of the Safran group, specializing in the design and manufacture of
engines for the aerospace industry

France

France
SAVOIE RECTIFICATION

SÉGNERÉ SAS

Machining, forming, treatment, grinding, controle

Manufacture of basic parts, assemblies and subassemblies full metal

France
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SFH

SNECMA

Stationary hydraulic, pneumatic and filtration systems

France

Snecma designs, develops, produces and sells engines for commercial and
military aircraft, launch vehicles and satellites. We also offer a complete range of
support services to airlines, armed forces and other operators, including fleet
management

France
STELIA AEROSPACE

THAILAND BOARD OF INVESTMENT

Aerostructures & Cabin Interior & Pilot / Copilot seats

Assistance and granting of incentives to aeronautical companies in setting up
their businesses in Thailand

France

France
THERMOCOAX SAS

WESCO AIRCRAFT

THERMOCOAX offers its expertise in custom heating and temperature
measurement solutions to leading companies within dedicated niche markets on
a worldwide level offering tailor made solutions

Hardware, Fasteners, Machined & Fabricated Parts, Electricals, Fluid Fittings,
Bearings, Tooling

France

France
AIRBUS GROUP - GLOBAL SOURCING NETWORK

AIRCRAFT PHILIPP GMBH & CO KG

Aicrafts manufacturer

Germany

Produces aircraft structures and engine components made of aluminium,
titanium, and also high temperature resistant nickel-based alloys such as Inconel
Hastelloy, and Waspalloy. They also supply readyto-install mounted assemblies

Germany
AIRCRAFT PHILIPP GMBH & CO KG

FLUGZEUG-UNION SUD GMBH

Produces aircraft structures and engine components made of aluminium,
titanium, and also high temperature resistant nickel-based alloys such as Inconel
Hastelloy, and Waspalloy. They also supply readyto-install mounted assemblies

Qualified vacuum process materials for composite manufacture

Germany

Germany
GMT GUMMI-METALL-TECHNIK GMBH

KOMET GROUP GMBH

GMT designs and manufactures tie-rods, shock-mounts and bushings specifically
developed for aircraft applications. Through innovative solutions we have
created a broad range of stainless steel, aluminum, composite and titanium tierod families

Development, manufacturing and Distribution of precision tools

Germany

Germany
STRATASYS GMBH

AEROSTRUTTURE SPA

Additive manufacturing and 3D printing services

Specialized in construction and assembly of alloy and titanium components for
aircraft and helicopters, periodic inspection for helicopters, heat and galvanic
treatment including welding and painting.

Germany

Italy
AIAD - ITALIAN INDUSTRIES FEDERATION FOR AEROSPACE,
DEFENCE AND SECURITY

ALL DATA
Pre-post sale consultancy-installation-training- DAQ&TEST- integration obsolecence management- mechanical services-onlineshop

Italian companies for Aerospace, Defense and Security

Italy
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ALMA SISTEMI SAS

ASTRO SRL

ALMA provides services in Project and Proposal/Bid Management, Business
development, market analysis, System and Software Engineering in the frame of
European Space Agency, European Union and Italian Space Agency programs.

Aerospace Treatments components

Italy

Italy
BYTEST SRL

COMER CALÒ SRL

Bytest (TÜV SÜD Group) is a reference point providing services of Non
Destructive Testing (NDT) and Material Testing Laboratory (MTL) for aerospace.

Precision machining: design and manufacturing of toolings, spare parts,
prototypes, small quantities, urgent deliveries

Italy

Italy

CTM NETWORK

ELETTRO RAIL SRL

CTM NETWOK operates in complementary and integrated sectors: aeronautics,
aerospace, automotive, defense, and rail, electronics, electrical engineering and
electromechanical, renewable energy and nanotechnology

Leading manufacturer of electronic equipment for the railway industry since the
80s until 2000 .

Italy

Italy
FINMECCANICA AEROSTRUCTURE DIVISION

FINMECCANICA AEROSTRUCTURE DIVISION

Finmeccanica is the Italian leader in aeronautics and among the world’s top
players in the design, development, manufacture and support of commercial
and military aircrafts, trainers, and unmanned systems.

Finmeccanica is the Italian leader in aeronautics and among the world’s top
players in the design, development, manufacture and support of commercial
and military aircrafts, trainers, and unmanned systems

Italy
FINMECCANICA HELICOPTERS

Italy
FUCINE UMBRE SRL

Italy

Forging and machining of parts in special steel, aluninum alloys, titanium alloys
and superalloys

Italy
GAROFOLI, SPA

HTF SRL

A leader company in planning and production of mechanical and
electromechanical assemblies for telecommunication and aerospace application.

Sheet metal forming and welding

Italy

Italy
ICE - ITALIAN TRADE AGENCY

MERLETTI AEROSPACE SRL

The ICE-Italian Trade Promotion Agency is the government organisation which
promotes the internationalisation of the Italian companies, in line with the
strategies of the Ministry for Economic Development.

Construction and workmanship of complex component for the whole
aeronautical industries - Assembly of equipment - Special parts and assembly for
hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders

Italy
MICRA DI PUPIN AMOS E RUBEN SNC

Italy
PROCESSI SPECIALI SRL

Italy

Non destructive testing, shot peening, surface and protective treatments,
applied to mechanical aircraft components in a wide range of materials such as
aluminum and titanium alloy

Italy
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SAMET SRL

SOLIANI EMC SRL

Samet Srl mainly offers the service of manufacture c/third of mechanical parts
and selection and control c/third of mechanical and not mechanical parts

Electromagnetic shielding custom solutions to cover a range of db attenuation

Italy

Italy
TIBENI GROUP SRL

TXT E-SOLUTIONS S.P.A.

Mechanical works

Software [Production technologies, accessories]

Italy
VITROCISET SPA

Italy
FEMIA - FEDERACION MEXICANA DE LA INDUSTRIA
AEROESPACIAL

Critical National Infrastructure Protection; Cyber Security;Air Traffic
Management; Telecommunication Network Provision;ERM Services; Space
Center Ground Stations; Homeland security; Network and Infrastructures;

Promotion of the Aerospace industry in Mexico.

Mexico
Italy

GRUPO AMERICAN INDUSTRIES SA DE CV

AGENCE MAROCAINE DE DEVELOPPEMENT DES
INVESTISSEMENTS

Shelter services

Mexico

Moroccan Investment Development Agency

Morocco

BOMBARDIER AEROSPACE NORTH AFRICA

CETIM MAROC DEVELOPPEMENT

Aerostructures & Engineering Services

Mechanical laboratory tests (Fatigue LCF & HCF, Stress rupture, Creep, tensile)
and metallographic analyzis

Morocco

Morocco
GIMAS

MAROC EXPORT

Moroccan Aerospace Association gathering 100 aerospace companies
established in Morocco operating in different fields of aerospace industry such
as engineering (design & conception), assembly of parts and aerostructures,
composites, electronics...

Moroccan trade promotion agency

Morocco

Morocco
NTS MAGHREB

TANGER FREE ZONE

Engineering sub contracting company also specialised in Product Life
Management

Industrial park

Morocco
Morocco

UMPM/EFOA

MARSHAL'S OFFICE OF THE PODKARPACKIE REGION

Precision engineering and machining for the aerospace industry

Department of Promotion and Economic Cooperation of Podkarpackie Region

Morocco

Poland

SEZ EURO-PARK MIELEC - INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY

CAETANO AERONAUTIC

Industrial Development support, management in special economic zones,
support to development of innovative projects

Specialized in the manufacturing of aeronautical airframes in partnership with
Airbus Military

Poland
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CENTI, CENTRE OF NANOTECHNOLOGY AND SMART MATERIALS

EMBRAER PORTUGAL

CENTRE OF NANOTECHNOLOGY AND SMART MATERIALS

Aircrafts manufacturer

Portugal

Portugal

OGMA-INDUSTRIA AERONAUTICA DE PORTUGAL S.A.

OPTIMAL STRUCTURAL SOLUTIONS

Worldwide player in the aerospace MRO and manufacturing business. with a
wide spectrum of capability on Defense, Comercial and Executive Aviation MRO.
On the Aerostructures market, Ogma is major supplier of integrated solutions to
the major OEMs

Engineering services in M&P, Stress Analysis and Design, for composite and
metallic components

Portugal

Portugal
VL ENGINEERING - GLEXYZ GROUP

ROSOBORONEXPORT, JSC

Engineering company specialized in virtual product development and lifetime
assessment. Our services have the potencial to be applied to virtually any
industry.

Russian state intermediary agency responsible for import/export of the full
range of defense and dual-use end products, technologies and services

Russia

Portugal
3M ESPAÑA S.L.

ACITURRI AERONAUTICA S.L.

Installer, Manufacturer abroad - fire prevention, detection and extinction,
information security, institutions and agencies, insurance in safety & security,
natural risks control services and equipment, nuclear safety and security, safety
and hygiene

Aciturri is a first level supplier for equipped aero structures for the main
aeronautic constructors. The Aciturri Value Chain offer to the final client a
completed product: Design y Calculation, Tools Manufacturing, Manufacturing,
Subassembly.

Spain

Spain

ADA ITS

ADVANCED METROLOGY SOLUTIONS SL

ICADA is representative in Spain of the International Middle Management
Alliance; International Alliance of Middle Management Schools, with over forty
years of successful experience in the Americas

Inspection and assembly tooling, parts, and components using threedimensional laser tracker technologies for aeronautics, space industry,
automotive and rail

Spain

Spain

AERA - ARAGONIAN AEROSPACE CLUSTER

AERCAD INGENIERIA, AERONAUTICA, COMPOSITES S.L.

Manufacture of aeronautical structures and tools, Aircraft Wiring, Engineering
Services

Manufacturing engineering, Quality,R & T, Logistic, Assembly

Spain

Spain
AERNNOVA AEROSPACE
Aeronautics Industry; global aerostructures company assuming the integral
management of large aircraft sections

Spain

AERONÁUTICA, INGENIERÍA, ENERGÍAS RENOVABLES Y
SEGURIDAD SLL
Aerospace and Military Harnesses, Test Benches for Aeronautical Systems, Real
Time Simulation Systems for development, validation and test of airborne
systems, Hardware development for airborne systems, Simulators, Trainers,
Ground Systems

Spain
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AEROPOLIS - PARQUE TECNOLOGICO Y AERONAUTICO DE
ANDALUCIA, SL

AEROSERTEC SL

Aeropolis is a technology park a few km North East of Seville which is dedicated
to businesses in the aerospace sector

Global solutions in engineering

Spain

Spain
AEROTECNIC

AERTEC SOLUTIONS

Integral and complete service in management and manufacture of elemental
and aeronautical structure. Main activities: Metal Materials: Machining, Milling
and Turning (CNC 3,4,5 axis), Trimming by CNC, Grinding, Composite Machining
(CNC 5 axis)

ERTEC Solutions is a multinational consultancy and engineering firm specialised
in aeronautics. We participate in the world’s largest aerospace programmes. Our
value proposition is based on our in-depth knowledge of the aeronautical
industry.

Spain

Spain

AIMPLAS

AIRBUS DEFENCE AND SPACE

Professional associations · Packaging design and composition · Consulting
enterprises · Services enterprises · Research and development laboratories

AIRBUS D&S, based in Madrid, is in charge of all military transport aircraft,
ranging from the CN235 and C295 tactical transport aircraft, to the world leading
multi-role tanker transport (MRTT) based on the Airbus A330, as well as A400M

Spain

Spain
ALAVA INGENIEROS SA

ALCUPLA S.A.

Technology advising, distribution of equipment and subsystems providing added
value, implementation, start-up, training and support. Assistant(e)

Mechanical subcontracting

Spain

Spain
ALESTIS AEROSPACE SL

ALTEN SOLUCIONES, PRODUCTOS, AUDITORIA E INGENIERIA

Alestis Aerospace is a first level (TIER1) aerostructure supplier and a leader in
engineering and composite materials manufacturing, born from the integration
of two relevant companies in the sector: SK10 and Sacesa

ALTEN Group, with 20 years´ experience in consultancy and engineering in
advanced technologies, is a leader in Europe in its area. With more than 19,000
professionals, ALTEN has a presence in 20 countries

Spain
ALTRAN INNOVACION SLU

Spain
ANALISIS Y SIMULACION, SL - PRODUCT & PROCESS
DEVELOPMENT (P&PD)

Global leader in technology consulting and innovation

Spain

Software System Integration company

Spain

ARITEX CADING SA

ARROW IBERIA ELECTRONICA, SLU

Aritex develops, manufactures and installs production and assembly lines for the
main manufacturers worldwide in the aeronautics and automobile sectors

Arrow is a distributor of semiconductors, passive and electromechanical
components and embedded solutions.

Spain

Spain

ASSYSTEM IBERIA, S.L.U.- ANCIENNE SILVER ANTENA

ATI

Assystem is one of the leading European Aerospace engineering firms and relies
on thirty years of experience shared by 4,000 employees specialised in Aerospace

ATI is one of the largest most diversified specialty materials and components
producers in the world, including titanium and titanium alloys, nickel-based
alloys and specialty steels, precision forgings, castings and machining

Spain

Spain
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ATIS IBERICA DERICHEBOURG ATIS AERONAUTIQUE, S.L.

AYESA AIR CONTROL INGENIERÍA AERONÁUTICA, S.L.

Derichebourg Atis aeronautique is a service provider in aeronautical
subcontracting industry, we support the main aircraft manufacturers (OEMs and
Tier 1)on the services of Industrial Preparation, Technical support, Quality
inspection...)

In the field of manufacturing and assembly, AYESA participates in successful civil
aeronautics programmes such as the Airbus A320 and the Boeing B777, as well
as on-going military programmes such as the Airbus Military A400M.

Spain

Spain
AYUNTAMIENTO DE LA CAROLINA

AZBIL TELSTAR TECHNOLOGIES, S.L.

La Carolina City Council (Jaen) represents a city which has welcomed not only
Spanish companies, but also to European, including all the industry sectors
(wood, plastic, metallurgical, automobile, electronics, renewal energies...)

Telstar, part of the azbil group, provides added value and global solutions from
different areas as Industry (automotive, domestic and industrial cooling,
chemicals, etc...),Life and Health Sciences, Scientific Research and Development

Spain

Spain

BUSINESS SWEDEN SPAIN

CADTECH IBÉRICA

Aerospace SME

Consulting and implementation of Dassault Systèmes PLM solutions

Spain

Spain

CAMARA OFICIAL DE COMERCIO E INDUSTRIA DE ALAVA

CANAGROSA

The Chamber of Commerce offers businesses training and advice on issues of
Internationalization, Industry, Trade

Laboratory specially designed and equipped for advanced, smooth-running and
reliable production

Spain

Spain

CARBURES EUROPE, SA

CARL ZEISS IBERIA

CARBURES is a technological industrial group specialized in the manufacturing of
composite parts and structures and in designing engineering systems, which
operates in the aerospace, automotive, civil works, railway and security
industries

ZEISS is an international leader in the fields of optics and optoelectronics

Spain

Spain
CASEMEDIA EMBALAJES, S.L.

CEGELEC ESPAÑA AERONAUTICA / ACTEMIUM

Cases, Custom Boxes, Trunks, Containers, Cabinets an Foam Moulds for
Aeronautic Industries (Tools, Parts, measuring equipment Etc...)

Cegelec business units design, install and maintain systems for industry,
infrastructure and the service sector, especially in high-demand sectors such as
energy and electricity, oil and gas, building, civil engineering and maintenance

Spain

Spain
CELESTICA ESPAÑA

CESA - COMPANIA ESPANOLA DE SISTEMAS AERONAUTICOS SA

Celestica partners with government agencies, industry groups, customers and
academia to identify smart solutions, improve communications, security and fuel
efficiency

Design & Manufacturing Hydro mechanical component

Spain

Spain
CITD ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGIES

COMHER, SL

ITD is the leading subsidiary of MAZEL GROUP for the Aerospace and Defence
industry. ITD has become a preferred supplier of design and manufacturing
engineering services for aircraft systems and structural components

COMHER S.L provides additive manufacturing solutions for aerospace industry

Spain

Spain
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CRISA - AIRBUS DEFENCE & SPACE - TRESCANTOS

CUSTAR SL

Development and manufacturing of space on board hardware and software

Spain

Documentary custody in paper media-digital media and storage on line,
digitising, destruction of confidential documents in paper media-digital media

Spain
DASEL SL

DELTECO, SA

Combines manufacture of ultrasonic inspections systems and engineering of
applications for Non Destructive Evaluation

Leading companies in Spain and Portugal suppling new and used machines with
more than 40 years of experience in this field

Spain
DIMASIBER SL

Spain
DSV AIR & SEA, S.A.U.

Metal assemblies and complete industrial installations

Spain

Global Transport and Logistics. Located in 80 countries, we provide and run
supply chain solutions. Air freight, sea freight, road freight, intermodal. Our
reach is global yet our presence is close to our customers. Experts in vertical
markets

Spain
EBAS ACCESORIOS DE CABINA S.L.

EIIT S.A.

Manufacture illuminated panels of cockpit

Development and manufacturing of integration benches (software benches and
RIG`s) Desing and manufacturing of ground control stations for unmanned
vehicles Production tools and harnesses for aeronautical assembly lines

Spain

Spain
ELECTROLESS HARD COAT SA - ELHCO

ELECTRONICA ARANJUEZ (GRUPO ESPACIO INDUSTRIAL)

Pioneers in the application of Electroless Nickel-Phosphorus at industrial scale,
targeting from our beginning the aeronautic industry, as well as other industrial
sectors as: electronics, automobile, food industry, moulds, hydraulics, etc.

Integration and testing of electronic equipment; subunits that compose, design
and manufacturing of all kinds of cables and electrical harnesses and
communications, electrical installations, maintenance of equipment and
electromechanical systems.

Spain

Spain
ELIMCO AEROSPACE S.L.U.

EMBASSY OF CANADA TO SPAIN

ELIMCO is an international reference company in the fields of engineering,
integration, manufacturing and maintenance of multidisciplinary systems, with a
'core business' based on electrics, electronics and avionics systems

Embassy of Canada to Spain

Spain

Spain
EQUIPOS LAGOS SA

EUROMEDIA COMUNICACION

Manufacturing of paint booth

Spain

Hélice foundation edits the magazine Aeronáutica Andaluza, a published media
that has already become a reference in the aerospace industry in Andalusia and
the best display inside and outside the cluster

Spain
EXTENDA - TRADE PROMOTION AGENCY OF ANDALUCIA

FARO SPAIN, S.L.

Trade promotion agency of Andalucia

Measurement technology for the Aerospace Industry

Spain
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FERRETERÍA XEREZ, S.L

FLY NEWS MAGAZINE

Industrial Supplies; Sales and distribution of adhesives, consumables, screws,
abrasives, lubricants, tools amd lifting accesories and lashing and supplies

Press

Spain

Spain
FUERZAS MILITARES DEL MUNDO

FUJITSU TEN ESPAÑA, S.A.

Military Review

Electronic equipment manufacturing (more than 35 years of experience) for
automotive, finance and consumer goods. Currently, starting businesses for
Aerospace

Spain

Spain
FUNDACIÓN ANDALUZA PARA EL DESARROLLO AEROESPACIAL

FUNDACION HELICE

The Center for Advanced Aerospace Technologies is currently under its launching
stage and aims at covering those activities that, as Technology Center, are
relevant to promote the aerospace industry.

Aerospace Cluster of Andalusia

Spain

Spain
GALVATEC

GAZC

Axis CNC machining and turning, NDT and surface treatments, Sub-Assemblies,
Full Management build-to-print, Painting of carbon fiber structures, Analysis and
Tests

Machining of metallic parts and surface treatments.Full management for
aerospace detail part projects

Spain

Spain
GECI GROUP - INTERNATIONAL SUPPLY MANAGEMENT, SL

GENERAL DYNAMICS EUROPEAN LAND SYSTEMS

Global Engineering, consultancy and integration

With more than 2,150 highly skilled technical employees, GDELS companies
design, manufacture and deliver wheeled, tracked, and amphibious vehicles and
other combat systems such as armaments and munitions to global customers

Spain

Spain
GHENOVA AERONAUTICA S.L.

GLOBAL QUALITY ENGINEERING SERVICES

Aeroestructures Design & Structural Analysis from Concept Design to
Certification. Aerostructures manufacturing and assembly engineering support
and tooling definition

Company which offers services related with Quality Engineering and Inspection
Areas.

Spain

Spain
GOIMEK S. COOP

GRABYSUR (SUMINISTROS FRESADOS Y GRABADOS, SL)

High precision machining

With over 25 years of experience in industrial engraving, machining and mold
making ,mainly, starting in 2001 with the development of illuminated panels for
installation in aircraft cockpit

Spain

Spain
GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT COMPOUND SYSTEMS SLU - GSE
COMPOSYSTEM
Projects of engineering, design, develop, test, manufacturing and support of
products and complex GSEs

GRUPO EDEFA SA
Press

Spain

Spain
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GRUPO SEVILLA CONTROL

HELLER IBERICA MACHINE TOOLS, S.L.

Design and manufacturing of integral packages. Design, material purchasing,
manufacturing of metalic and electrical detail parts, final processes,
aeroestrctures assemblies, support and aircraft transformations

Market leader in reflow technology, supplies solutions for electronics
manufacturers and assemblers worldwide

Spain

Spain
HEXAGON MANUFACTURING INTELLIGENCE

HOFFMANN IBERIA QUALITY TOOLS, S.L.

Unrivaled global installed base of millions of Coordinate Measuring Machines
(CMMs), portable measuring systems and handheld instruments, and tens of
thousands of metrology software licenses

High quality tools worldwide available, milling, moulding, cutting, measuring,
grinding, handtools, workshopequipment, knowhow, service

Spain

Spain
IBARMIA INNOVATEK, S.L.U.

ICEX SPAIN TRADE AND INVESTMENTS

Machine tool company that provides specific solutions with high added value

Spanish national promotion agency

Spain
INDUSTRIAL FURNACES INSERTEC S.L.U.

Spain
INMAPA AERONAUTICA SLU

Furnaces & Refractories

Design, manufacturing, assembly, star-up and technical

Spain

Spain

INTERMAHER, SA

INVEST IN ANDALUCIA

Machine tool distributors. Exclusive distributors for Spain of the prestigious
Japanese brand Mazak

Invest in Andalucía-Spain is an initiative supported by the Andalusian Regional
Government to attract foreign direct investment to our region and to assist
existing investors to expand in Andalusia

Spain

Spain
J. HUESA Y CIA S.L. - HUESA WALTER TECHNOLOGY

JUST RESULTS DEVELOPMENTS, S.L.

JHuesa Engineering for process waters, desalination, waste and recycling.

Manufacture, sale and installation of all kinds of walls

Spain

Spain

KARL STORZ ENDOSCOPIA IBÉRICA

KEY PUBLISHING SPAIN

The leading endoscope manufacturer for industrial applications. Endoscopes,
instruments, devices, and camera systems from KARL STORZ have stood for
tradition, advanced technology, and quality for more than 70 years

Month after month, Avion Revue covers all the news and top stories from the
world of aviation both nationally and internationally, from its leading position in
the Spanish and Latin American markets

Spain

Spain

KROMI LOGISTIK SPAIN S.L.

KUEHNE-NAGEL SA

KROMI provides all the services of a modern tool management from one source:
from technology consulting over logistics to comprehensive cost control

Kuehne + Nagel develops and delivers customised aerospace solutions for
manufacturers, leasing companies, airlines and services companies. These
companies specialise in maintenance, repair, overhaul (MRO), ground handling
and in-flight services.

Spain

Spain
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LATECOERE SERVICES IBERIA

LM MACHINERY (FEGEMU GROUP)

Studies and calculations of mechanical assemblies. Design and production
tooling for manufacturing, assembly, inspection and transportation study of
aircraft structural parts and equipment

Wide and innovative range of solutions to help your business improve its
performance and achieve the maximum efficiency and sustainable competitive
advantages

Spain
LUCE INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES, S.L. - LUCE IT / OEE PRO

Spain
M&D AEROESPACIAL TOOL SL

Software Development Engineering for the Aerospace Industry

Comprehensive Aeronautical Supplies

Spain
MADES, MALAGA AEROSPACE, DEFENSE & ELECTRONICS
SYSTEMS AIAC (ANCIENNE RAYTHEON)

Spain
MAKINO IBERIA SLU

MADES, provides Electronic Systems Manufacturing (EMS) and Testing Services
for high-reliability applications

Machining solutions for aerospace parts, aluminium, titanium, special Alloy

Spain

Spain
MAQUINSER, S.A.

MAVE AERONAUTICA, S.L.

Distribution, installation and maintenance of machinery CNC machining,
mechanical and composite components

Tooling quality and maintenance quality, Inspection & quality Engineering

Spain
Spain

MAXIMATOR IBERICA, S.L.

MESIMA

MAXIMATOR GmbH - system supplier for high pressure technology, hydraulics,
pneumatics and testing equipment

Warehouse, cut and transformation of aluminum and other metals

Spain

Spain
MESUREX AERONAUTICS (DEFENSYA)

METAL IMPROVEMENT COMPANY - CURTISS WRIGHT

Design, development,and manufacturing of optoelectronic and electronic
devices and systems for the Aerospace market and in general, for special
industrial uses

Customized shot peening equipment and shot peening techniques

Spain
Spain

METROLOGIA SARIKI SA - UNCETA

METROMECANICA, S.L.

Unceta Group member, is a provider of measurement solutions specialized in
measurement consultancy, metrology systems supply, user training, post-sales
technical support, engineering services, measuring services and turnkey projects

Engineering solutions aimed at process automation, project assistance, and staff
training

Spain

Spain
MPB AEROSPACE S.L.

MTORRES DISENOS INDUSTRIALES SAU

Complete Solutions in the Aerostructures sector. Product engineering. Stress,
design, testing, documentation, etc. Manufacturing of detail parts. Machining,
surface treatments, assembly. Tier-2 capabilities. Logistics and support

Aeronautical machinery & tooling - full moving and assembly lines for
commercial airplanes

Spain

Spain
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NATIONAL AIR CARGO

NAVAIR SA

Defense Logistics Service Provider

Spain

Mechanics with the integration of systems (design and manufacturing) and
wiring

Spain
NEURTEK, S.A.

NOMASA INNOVA SL

Spanish leaders in distributing scientific material and specialities for quality
control on industrial production, laboratories, research and innovations areas

Machining, tooling, milling, turning, aviation assembly

Spain

Spain
OERLIKON LEYBOLD VACUUM SPAIN S.A.

OLYMPUS IBERIA, SAU

Mechanical and industrial engineering

Test, Measure, Image, Analyze

Spain

Spain

ONA ELECTROEROSION, SA

PAMBIA AEROSPACE S.L.

Pioneers in the development of EDM technologies, ONA is the world’s oldest
EDM machine manufacturer, the European Union’s first and one of the world’s
most important manufacturers.

Distributor leader in bearings for Airbus program with large stock in our new
warehouse. Specialist in CAN P/N for CN235 and C295 program. We supply also
hardware, tools and fittings, for aerospace market

Spain

Spain

PANATEC, S.L.

PARQUE TECNOLOLGICO TECNOBAHIA

Advanced technology solutions for industrial environments, Environment and
Defense

Management of TecnoBahía Technology Park - General services related to
Technology Park

Spain

Spain

PEDECA PRESS PUBLICACIONES

PELI PRODUCTS

Press

Peli™ Products, S.L.U. is the Europe, Middle East and Africa Headquarters of
Pelican™ Products, Inc., the global leader in design and manufacture of both
high-performance case solutions and advanced portable lighting systems.

Spain

Spain
PRODUCTOS GALVANIZADOS SIEBEC, SL

PROMEXICO SPAIN

Industrial filters - industrial pumps effluent treatment

Promotion of the Aerospace industry in Mexico

Spain
PROSYSTEMS CNC, S.L. - MARCA EPMM (EUROPEAN PORTAL
MILLING MACHINE, SL)
Milling Machines

Spain
REDUCTIA AEROSPACE, S.L.
Turn Key Manufacturing and Tailored Solutions

Spain

Spain
RMS RAPID MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS S.L.(EOS)

ROHDE & SCHWARZ ESPAÑA, S.A.

Additive Manufacturing - 3D Printing Industrial

Electronics equipments for the aerospace industry

Spain
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SAES ELECTRONICA SUBMARINA

SAINSEL

SAES is a company specialized in equipment and systems for undersea security
and defense

International company of engineering solutions for Defense, Surveillance and
Security

Spain

Spain

SCHNELLEKE LOGISTICS

SEIDOR SA

Supply Logistics,Packaging Logistics & CKD, Module Assemblies & Sequencing,
inverse logistics, In-House logistics, Transport Logistics Welding Assemblies.

SAP consulting

Spain

Spain
SGS TECNOS

SIEMENS, SA

SGS is the world's leading inspection, verification, testing and certification
company. Non Destructive Testing for the aerospace industry, Destructive
Testing, Metrology and Calibration, Airports and Flight Operation Services.

Siemens is a leading multinational company that operates in the fields of
industry, energy, healthcare, infrastructure and cities. The company develop and
manufacture innovative products, design and install complex systems and
projects.

Spain

Spain
SINTERSA (SISTEMAS DE INTERCONEXIÓN S.A.)

SKYLIFE ENGINEERING

Manufacturing and assembly of electrical harnesses and aeronautic central units.
Manufacturing and distribution of electrical connectors, accesories and
aeronautic interconection elements.

Development and improvement of avionics, mission, safety and defense
systems. Real time monitoring systems. Flight management and control systems
for UAVs. Aeronautic data buses.

Spain
SOCIEDAD DE TRATAMIENTOS SUPERFICIALES S.A. (STSA - STTS)
Spanish member of the international group STTS, is a role model of painting,
sealing and interior furnishing of full aircrafts and aerostructures

Spain
SODEINTEC SL (SOCIEDAD DE INNOVACIONES TECNOLOGICAS
VALENCIANAS, S.L.)
Additive Manufacturing, Prototyping, 3D Digitizing

Spain

Spain
SOFITEC

SOLACAR, S.A.L.

Integral management on airframes manufacturing, further a complete range of
products and services / MRO services, AOG manufacturing

Sheet metal transformation, turning parts and tooling

Spain

Spain
SOLIDCAM IBÉRICA S.L.

SOLUCIONES SICNOVA SL

Development of production processes related to metal removal - Machining
Increase productivity and profits in metal removal processes - Machining Drastic
increase in productivity in the machining of complex materials CAM solutions

3d printers, 3d scanners, 3d software.

Spain

Spain
STARKWELL TECHNOLOGY PTE LTD

SURUS INVERSA

Helping governmental organizations and enterprises in South East Asia to
acquire foreign technologies and know-how transfers

Logistics services for the aerospace & defense indutries

Spain
Spain
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TALLERES GARRUCHO S.A.

TEAMS - TESTING AND ENGINEERING OF AERONAUTICAL
MATERIALS AND STRUCTURES

Structural Metal Products Manufacturing

Spain

Testing and engineering of aeronautical materials and structures

Spain

TEBIS IBERIA, SL

TECNATOM SA

The Tebis CAD/CAM solutions are found wherever there's a need for maximum
efficiency in the process chain, from the CAD model to the finished part

Tecnatom, global leader in delivering advanced engineering,operates in over
thirty countries and employs more than 750 providing professional services to
leading customers in different markets

Spain

Spain
TECNOBIT (OESIA GRUPO)

TECNOBIT (OESIA GRUPO)

Aviónica, equipos, simulación y sistemas

Development and manufacture of avionics equipment and space.

Spain
TECNOCROM INDUSTRIAL, SA

Spain
TEDAE - ASOCIACION ESPANOLA DE EMPRESAS
TECHNOLOGICAS DE DEFENSA, AERONAUTICA, SEGURIDAD Y
ESPACIO

Surface Treatments: Hard Chrome, Chemical Nickel and Modification

Spain

Spanish national association for the Aerospace Industry

Spain
TENTE RUEDAS S.A.

TITANIA, TESTS AND INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS

As castors for industrial trolleys or for waste disposal containers, TENTE
Industrial castors are just the thing for continuous use in dust, damp conditions
and on uneven surfaces

Quality control testing services and R&D projects for aerospace materials and
processes

Spain

Spain
TOOLMAKER

TORSESA

Specilaized press

Supply and industrial services, incl. Line-Feeding. The most wide range of hand
and power Tools, cutting and pneumatic tools, fasteners, hydraulic, PPE's,
machinery, metrology, industrial furniture, etc.

Spain

Spain
TOTAL PLANNING, SL

TRATERCOM, S.L.

Mechanization of parts of precision and assemblies of small mechanized sets

Heat Treatment of Stainless and Carbon Alloy Steels

Spain

Spain

TRUMPF MAQUINARIA, SA

UMI AERONAUTICA S.L.

Largest manufacturer of fabricating equipment and industrial lasers: innovative,
high-quality products and solutions in the areas of sheet metal processing, laserbased production processes and electronic applications

UMI Aeronautica is the focal point for subcontracting and delivering of a
complete solution in the Airframe manufacturing market

Spain

Spain
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UNIVERSAL ROBOTS SPAIN S.L.U. (ROBOT PLUS)

VEOLIA CONTRACTING ESPAÑA, SLU

Universal Robots’ collaborative robot arms are used to boost performance and
add value in countless industries every day

Innovative solutions to support the sustainable growth of cities and businesses.
We are a global leader in energy services

Spain

Spain

WEHL & PARTNER IBERICA, RAPID PROTOTYPING SL

WH INTERNATIONAL - WARHEAT INTERNATIONAL

Rapid prototyping for the aerospace industry

Regional Aerospace Press

Spain

Spain

ZOLLER IBERICA SL

DIAB

Top security, materials that are lighter but also extremely sturdy

Raw Materials - Core Materials - Joining Systems - Services

Spain

Sweden

RUNWAY SAFE SWEDEN AB.

FIPA MADRID

Recycled energy-absorbing loose fill material known as foam glass (a low-density
fill material comprised of irregular pieces of recycled foam glass) cover layer
comprised of a pour-in-place cementitious cover slab with a bridge deck top coat

Trade promotion agency of Tunisia

Tunisia

Sweden
OSSA DEFENCE & AVIATION CLUSTER

REPUBLIC OF TURKEY MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
UNDERSECRETARIAT FOR DEFENCE INDUSTRY (SSM)

Turkish Defence aviation companies cluster

Turkey

Turkey ministry of defense

Turkey

TAI - TURKISH AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES

YUKSEL COMPOSITE TECHNOLOGIES INC.

Centre of technology in design, development, manufacturing, integration of
aerospace systems, modernization and after sales support in Turkey

Composite part and component manufacturing, tool designing and
manufacturing with an emphasis on aerospace industry

Turkey

Turkey

AERO METALS ALLIANCE (AMARI AEROSPACE LTD)

APOLLO AEROSPACE COMPONENTS LTD

One of Europe's largest independent stockholders, processors, and distributors,
of Aluminium, Steels, Titanium, Nickel & Copper Alloys

Supply chain management (deliver medium or long-term solutions), Fasteners &
Hardware (buy from the world’s leading manufacturers), Aircraft spares (both
new and re-furbished - UK and US manufactured fixed and rotary-wing aircraft)

United Kingdom

United Kingdom
BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANES

BOEING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANES

Boeing delivers a family of technologically advanced and efficient airplanes to
customers around the world

Boeing delivers a family of technologically advanced and efficient airplanes to
customers around the world

USA

USA

BOEING RESEARCH & TECHNOLOGY

USA
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